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Managing change and uncertainty - Level 1
Please read each of the following behaviour descriptions. How often do you see yourself displaying Very Some Never
these behaviours?  Please tick under "Very often", "Sometimes" or "Never" as appropriate. often times

Is receptive to improvements suggested by others
Is able to quickly interpret and understand proposed changes in the context of the business

Quickly understands what he/she has to do differently and how he/she needs to do it
Is always approachable and makes opportunities for discussing change on a one-to-one basis

Conducts regular briefing sessions on change issues to ensure that quality information is ahead of the rumour mill
Delivers clear and consistent messages to ensure common understanding of the issues

Presents information in structured, rational ways to get acceptance
Communicates where the area/business is going and why

Involves others early in the change process to gain commitment to the change
Demonstrates an open and honest approach in communicating information, fostering trust

Gains trust by communicating what he/she doesn't know and being open about unresolved issues
Encourages and enables two-way communication

Without being prompted, suggests ideas that can improve work operation
Assesses performance of his/her own work area to identify needs for change to improve performance

Is always looking for ways to be more productive and/or more cost effective
Influences and develops ideas to enhance customer and consumer satisfaction

Always shows an interest in the problems being experienced by him/herself and others
Effectively influences and negotiates for consideration of own point of view

Involves others to produce implementation plans that benefit from collective expertise
Acknowledges others' ideas, explaining why not if not feasible and "rewarding" publicly where feasible

Always ensures people are given the credit for their ideas
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Managing change and uncertainty - Level 2
Please read each of the following behaviour descriptions. How often do you see yourself displaying Very Some Never
these behaviours?  Please tick under "Very often", "Sometimes" or "Never" as appropriate. often times

Draws comparisons between new and existing situations in order to identify the benefits of the change
When satisfied, embraces the change fully and gives personal commitment to implementation

Enthusiastically promotes the benefits of change
Uses a positive attitude to help others to overcome barriers to change

Gets people to see the rationale behind change
Ensures that others understand that they can have an influence on end results

Helps others to gain ownership and feel in control of the change
Ensures that people see their opinions and concerns passed up the line

Continually challenges assumptions and the status quo to enhance competitive advantage
Identifies areas for improvement through reviewing current trends and data

Identifies and recognises as workable ideas suggested by others
Goes in solidly with a point of view and ensures he/she is listened to by the right people

Moves ideas into specific proposals and presents them as appropriate
Presents relevant and appropriate facts, figures and data when seeking agreement

Takes account of views of others; anticipates problems and objections to produce effective implementation plans
Applies clearly expressed logical arguments when influencing others

"Walks the job" , listening to ideas and suggestions for innovation and improvement
Sponsors other people's ideas to promote innovation and provides resources as appropriate
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Managing change and uncertainty - Level 3
Please read each of the following behaviour descriptions. How often do you see yourself displaying Very Some Never
these behaviours?  Please tick under "Very often", "Sometimes" or "Never" as appropriate. Often times

Shows commercial awareness by discussing change at all levels in the context of the company "big picture"
Overcomes objections in others by pointing out the positive outcomes and joint/mutual benefits

Gives others as much responsibility for implementing the change as possible to achieve ownership
Supports people to help them come to terms with change that impacts significantly on them

Encourages others to get actively involved in the change by expressing their views and opinions
Ensures that communication on change issues is targeted at all people on whom the change impacts

Finds innovative ways of improving things from the solutions to problems generated within the business
Believes in what he/she is saying and presents views and arguments with passion and excitement

Identifies all interested parties across the business and facilitates their involvement
Gives others time to air objections to ideas/proposals.  Is prepared to take new ideas on board

Ensures that implementation is supported by appropriate training and communication
Lobbies opinions and effectively sells ideas to win a case for change

Encourages and enables others to get involved in creating ideas
Is visible at all levels within the business and publicly champions initiatives to provide direction for others

Ensures that appropriate resources are allocated to change projects; establishes and maintains control systems
Balances crisis management skills with a productive, strategic approach

Uses varying "Win/Win" influencing and negotiating styles to gain agreement at all levels
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Managing change and uncertainty - Level 4
Please read each of the following behaviour descriptions. How often do you see yourself displaying Very Some Never
these behaviours?  Please tick under "Very often", "Sometimes" or "Never" as appropriate. often times

Makes a valid personal judgement about where he/she fits in and what contribution he/she can make
Positively accepts challenges to own ideas for change and listens to the views of others

Sticks firmly to his/her vision for change in the face of opposition
Uses highly developed influencing skills to get change proposals signed off for implementation

Creates a culture within which people see it as part of their role to come up with ideas for improvement
Is regarded by others as extremely positive in championing change

Demonstrates courage to see through what he/she believes in
Gathers the right people around him/her to champion the change in different areas

Analyses situations where influence is required to identify the stakeholders who need to be influenced
Reaches agreement on an appropriate compromise when there are areas of disagreement

Is prepared to compromise and gracefully accepts final decision, even if it contradicts own view
Makes clear proposals with logical supporting reasons in a succinct way

Helps others to weigh up issues and balance costs against benefits
Displays empathy and understanding with emotional issues; turns discussion into positive outcomes

Consistently demonstrates ability to influence effectively at  the highest levels within and outside the business
Shows a degree of political awareness that avoids treading on toes and gets stakeholder buy-in

Sticks to the main task, keeps others on track and is highly effective in crisis
Analyses problems and opportunities occurring across the company  and takes action to initiate change


